an element in Q*(Z 2°, All) to belong to the image of r (Theorem 3.1). Using this, we give some examples which belong to Im (r) (Example 3.3) and a necessary condition for an element in Q*(Z 2 ; All) to come from the theory Q*(Z 4 ; All) of all oriented Z 4 actions (Proposition 3.4). We return to the embedding r* in section 2, and show an example which doesn't belong to Q (Example 3.5). Next we consider an Q* algebra 31* generated by the standard involutions on the complex projective spaces CP(ri) and determine the ideal <3*={y^3l*\yÎ m(r)} by using the above example (Theorem 3.7). Some torsion elements y in J* come from those x of order 4 in Q*(Z±; p): that is, those which don't belong to 8. We show that such elements x also have order 4 in Q*(Z±; All) (Theorem 3.9 and Example 3.10). Finally we give examples such that they don't belong to 8 and their restriction don't belong to J# (Proposition 3.12).
The author would like to thank the referee for his many valuable comments. § 1. Preliminaries
As an oriented analogue of the unoriented bordism theory %l*(Z 2 ; All) of all involutions on closed manifolds in Conner and Floyd [6, Sec. 28 ], the theory Q*(Z 2 ; All) of all oriented involutions on closed oriented manifolds has been introduced and studied by Rosenzweig [14] , Conner [5] , Stong [17] , and Kosniowski and Ossa [13] . The basic notations of this theory are found there, so we omit these here. Next we summarize the theory Q*(Z 4 ; p) of oriented, stationary point free Z± actions, which has been studied in Conner and Floyd [6, (45.5) ] and Stong [16] . On the other hand Rowlett [15] contains some results on this theory as a special case of even-order group actions. Detailed results have been obtained for the corresponding theory %l*(Z 4 ; p) in the unoriented category by Beem [2] . In theories Q*(G', -) we denote by [M, £] the bordism class of an oriented G action t on a (closed) oriented manifold M in general (here G=Z 2 or Z 4 with generator t). We list some basic properties of the theory Q*(Z±; p): (1. 2) The composition e°r (resp. r°e) is the multiplication by 2 in Q*(Z 4 ; p) (resp. Q*(Z*\All)) (cf. [15, Prop. 4 .2]), hence (1.3) e : fl*(Z 2 ; All)^R 2 =Q^(Z,; p)®R 2 with the inverse map e~l^(l/2)r where R 2 is the subring of Q generated by Z and 1/2. We see that C n doesn't come from a stationary point free Z 4 action. If n is even, this follows from Theorem in Introduction. See Theorem 3.7 in general.
Next we view the bordism theories W*(G ; -) as an equivariant analogue of the Wall cobordism ring W* in Wall [19] . Our objects are Wall manifolds of type (G, 1) in the sense of Komiya [11] and Stong [17] . An oriented G action (M, t) falls into this category. Suppose that M admits an orientationreversing involution R which commutes with t. Then This induces a universal coefficient sequence : 
In the above F(e, 2) is defined by /*(7(e, 2))=f ( These imply that r w (V(e, 2))=0 in W*(Z 2 ; All) by (1.12) and ( 
11). Thus y^Q*(Z 2 ; All). If 5 is a torsion element, then y -^(z) for some zePF*(Z 2 ; A//). So y = d(y) vanishes in //^(flf) by definition. Therefore we may consider that y<=F and this proves Ker(/*)c d(F). Conversely, take any y-d(y}^d(F).
The part F is generated by the following (i) and (ii) 
12)). In order that y^lm(r), a necessary and sufficient condition is that j*(y) (C(/ f j-)eC*) in W*(Z 2 ;rel), i.e., j*(y) is a class in
Proof. Suppose that y has a fixed point data j*(y) as above. Put f (/;i7) = rf(l(/;j>) as Definition 2.6 and ^ = SC( /i j ) |(j;j ) +j8W).
Then we have yŴ *(Z z ;All) such that /*(jO=i?-Sn*o M Zn+ i%l n+z for some M 2n+1^W *.
This implies that y = d($) since y, d(y)^Q {^ and j*(y)=j*(d(9)). If j*(y)=fld(Z), then y^Q*(Z z ', All). Therefore y=r(s(y))^lm(r) in this case (See the first half of the proof of Lemma 2.2.). Next we suppose that j*(y)^Q in Hp(d),
i.e., it has terms <f ( / ; j-) with coefficients in C*. In this case, dim y is even, i.e., dim y=Q or 2 (mod 4). Consider the above s(y)^W*(Z 4 ; p) again. Then y*(^s (5) 
10). Hence we have y=r(x k -e(z))^lm(r).
The converse follows from Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 2.7. This completes the proof, q. e. d. q. e. d.
Example 3.5. For m^l, let V 3m+2 efi*(Z 4 ; />) be the element in Example (1.7). It restricts to C 2m+2 ± (C 2 ) m+1 by definition, which is torsion free in Q*(Zs',All) (cf. the part P* in [13, Introduction] ), and so is F 2m+2 in Q*(Z, ; p). Further Let .&* be an Q* algebra generated by the class {C n \n^2} in Q*(Z 2 ; All). We examine <3*={y^<R*\y^lm(r)}. Note that it is an ideal in &* since any element in &* comes from Q*(Z* ; All) (cf . (1.8) ). By (1.2), 2^*c 3* and so it is sufficient to study an ideal 3* § §Z Z in We write jy^IL;^ where j> £ =S(/,,neSj M ( /, l/) C 2/+2 C 2or+1 . Then 3; 0 =0 as mentioned above and for each t>Q,
for suitable / 0 eS(w, /). Since C 2/+2 -C 2 / 0+2^c^* , the ideal in ^*(g)Z 2 generated by the class {C 2m+2 -(C 2 ) m+1 |m^l}, we see that ;yecv* and ^(glZgC^*. On the other hand, consider the element F 2m+2 in Example 3. 4 . This implies that C ( / i(7) =0 for any (/, /) since the elements {fc/, /;«/,,/)} are linearly independent over C* by the remark in Definition 2.6. This is contrary to the assumption and the theorem follows, q. e. d. We obtain similar examples from y in the second half of Corollary 3.8 in general.
Finally we consider the torsion free part SI F in &*, i.e., <R F = (Q*/Tor Q*~)lC 2 n + 2 ^2^0] as a polynomial algebra over Q*/Tor Q* (cf. [13, Introduction] (3.11) . Any torsion element belongs to JZ while the torsion free element r 4m also belongs to ^ (cf. Proof of Lemma 2.2). By Theorem 3.7 and the above, each element in (3t F r\<9*) § §Z z is a sum of terms C 2J+2 -C 2/0+2 (here ||/|| = ||/ 0 ||) with coefficients in (7*. Thus, for example an element C 2m+2 +S/ M/C 2/+2 (M/eC* and dimM/>0) in 31 F ®Z Z doesn't belong to J^Z 2 , i.e., it doesn't come from Q*(Z 4 ; p). 
